
TASC is a space for all those secondary education teachers and educational staff, thatTASC is a space for all those secondary education teachers and educational staff, that

want to improve the climate in their classroom and school, and empower their students towant to improve the climate in their classroom and school, and empower their students to

become part of this process. TASC helps you to select the right approach or solution or abecome part of this process. TASC helps you to select the right approach or solution or a

specific situation or context, taking into account the particularities of their studentsspecific situation or context, taking into account the particularities of their students       andand

the best moment to apply them.the best moment to apply them.
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WE PROUDLY PRESENT:WE PROUDLY PRESENT:  
the TASC programmethe TASC programme
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Start with the MINDSET to enhance your own knowledgeStart with the MINDSET to enhance your own knowledge    with relevant content andwith relevant content and

materials on the TASC approach to improving school climate. Use the TOOLS to engahematerials on the TASC approach to improving school climate. Use the TOOLS to engahe

and work with your students and make them active agents in the improvement process.and work with your students and make them active agents in the improvement process.

You have access to a suit of tools, exercises and resources, just pick the ones mostYou have access to a suit of tools, exercises and resources, just pick the ones most

relevant for you.relevant for you.

The programme is complemented with a STRATEGIC HANDBOOK which supports schoolsThe programme is complemented with a STRATEGIC HANDBOOK which supports schools

and teachers in mainstreaming TASC throughout the institution and address improvingand teachers in mainstreaming TASC throughout the institution and address improving

school climate on a more strategic level.school climate on a more strategic level.   

Come and check our the programme at:Come and check our the programme at:

https://www.schoolclimatetasc.eu/https://www.schoolclimatetasc.eu/ ..   


